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Gooley Club seeks to preserve historic buildings
Sept. 30 deadline
fast approaching
to remove club’s
structures

By Dan Ladd
Contributing Writer
Newcomb, N.Y. — Donald
MacElroy knows the end of
an era is fast approaching.
Following in the footsteps of
his father and grandfather, he
and his brother John MacElroy
have spent a great part of their
lives hunting and fishing at
the Gooley Club on the Essex
Chain Lakes near Newcomb in
the central Adirondacks.
But that’s all about to change.
The Gooley Club is just one
of a number of camps that have
been displaced by the state of
New York’s acquisition of lands
once leased to the clubs by
Finch, Pruyn, LLC, the Glens
Falls-based timber company
that sold 161,000 acres to The
Nature Conservancy in 2007.
TNC has since sold some 69,000
acres, including t he Essex
Chain, to the state.
As part of an arrangement
with the state, the clubs have
until Sept. 30 to remove their
buildings. But the MacElroys
and other Gooley Club members
are trying to save a few of the
structures, which they feel have
historic significance and could
also be used should a future
hut-to-hut trail system develop
in the Adirondacks.
“Third Lake Camp is a critical park of the history of
t he Ce nt ra l Ad i rondac k s,
and based on its inclusion on
both the New York State and
National Historic Registers
deser ves protec t ion,” sa id
MacElroy “There are contributing and non-contributing
structures. Some were built in
the ’70’s and ’80s, like the bathhouse and a cabin or two. But
primarily the main lodge and
several of the cabins were all
contributing structures to that
National Historic determination.”
The Gooley Club worked
closely with New York State
Office of Parks, Recreation
a nd Histor ic Preser vat ion,
Ad i r o nd ac k A r c h it e c t u ra l
Heritage and a number of other
stakeholders to achieve the

historic designation. But that’s
not enough to save the buildings and they are asking Gov.
Andrew Cuomo for a Stay of
Execution to buy some time and
get more stakeholders together
to discuss their future.
“We’re looking for stakeholders to be brought together,”
says MacElroy. “The environmental community, the sporting community, the historic
c om mu n it y a nd b u si n e s s
groups.”
L i k e t h e r e c e nt de bat e
surrounding the classification
of the nearby Boreas Ponds
tract, which was also part of this
acquisition, the Essex Chain,
too, was hotly contested among
environmental and sportsmen’s
groups, and especially t he
snowmobiling community.
The result was varying levels
of classification and what is
now known as the Essex Chain
Complex, which opened to the
public in 2013. Structures have
been part of the conversation
all along and it was eventually
determined that the old Gooley
farmhouse, which sits on the
what is known as the “outer”
camp and is accessed from
Indian Lake, would remain, at
least for the time being.
The farm house overlook s
the Hudson River, just above
its confluence with the Indian
R iver. Its addit ion to t he
Nat iona l Histor ic Reg ister
inspired the Gooley Club to
seek the same status for at least
some of the buildings on Third
Lake in the Essex Chain, known
as the “inner” camp.
“The lodge itself, to the best
of our knowledge, probably
goes back to about the late
1920s,” said MacElroy. “Cabin
3, which was a logging cabin, is
probably from about that same
time. It was used for logging
purposes in the 1920s and
1930s. Then in the season it was
used for sporting.”
Sporting uses on the Essex
Chain date back to heyday
of the Adirondacks, and the
Gooley Club feels the location
is the sight of the oldest operating Adirondack sporting camp.
In 1866, Civil War veteran
Harve Bonnie of Pittsfield,
Massachusetts, purchased the
grounds, built a camp on Third
Lake and eventually hired Mike

The Gooley Club is one of a number of camps that will have to be torn down following New York
state’s acquisition of 161,000 acres of land in the Essex Chain. The club is looking to save the
structures through historical designations.
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and Olive Gooley as caretakers
who welcomed loggers and
sportsmen alike. It stayed that
way for nearly 80 years until
the Gooley Club was formed
in the post-World War II era
and began using the lodge and
cabins to cater to its members.
Along w it h t he h i stor ic
contribution, MacElroy says
the Gooley Club, which will
continue to lease lands north
of the Essex Chain, sees any
remaining structures fitting
perfec t ly w it h t he state’s
Hut-to -Hut (or Ha m let-to Huts) initiative, for which the
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation
(DEC) released a conceptual
plan in 2015.
The Hut-to -Hut pla n i s
centered around establishing
a four-season, destination trail
system linking the communities known as the “Five Towns”
– Long Lake, North Hudson,
Newcomb, Indian Lake and
Minerva.
MacElroy says the buildings on Third Lake are set up
perfectly for this and stresses
that it’s something the community needs, simply because
the Essex Chain Lakes are
not attracting the number of
visitors that were anticipated.
And towns like Newcomb are
suffering economically.
“Half of the reason for asking
to have this done is historical
aspect. The other half is practical. We have the benefit of hind-

sight,” said MacElroy. “When
this idea for the Essex Chain
was originally proposed all you
heard about was how this had
been off limits for 150 years and
it was going to open up a whole
new vista; it’s going to result in
increased tourism; its going to
be great for the locals.
“After three years of this
place being open to the public,
nobody is going,” he added. “I
checked both of the sign-ins
on July 4 and fewer than 100
people had signed in this year,
and most of them were state
employees. And the people
who are coming in are from
Newcomb, Long Lake a nd
Minerva, so it’s not attracting
tourists.”
Gone, too, is a great deal
of support the hunting clubs
that were once on the new
state lands contributed to the
local economy. MacElroy said
the Gooley Club alone had
an annual impact of $750,000,
and other clubs did likewise
throughout the Five Towns.
“Right now, between Minerva
and Long Lake, you can’t even
find a convenience store. There
were three stores in Newcomb,”
he said.
Should t he ca mpa ig n to
preserve the main lodge on
Third Lake be successful, something both the Gooley Club
and Adirondack Architectural
Heritage would like to see
happen is a celebration of the
h istor ic Ad i rondac k hu nt-

ing camp. The Gooley Club’s
history has always been well
documented and t here are
plenty of artifacts to display
for educational purposes. The
main lodge could double as an
interpretive center.
Should the governor deny
a Stay of Execution request,
or do nothing, the club will
have no choice but to begin
dismantling their buildings,
which MacElroy says would be
a shame. Meanwhile, they are
pressing forward.
“ We a nt ic ipat e a go o d
number of backers on this, but
what it boils down to is who the
governor is going to listen to,”
he said. “Now that we know
this plan was not as successful
as they said it was going to be,
let’s give this a shot.
“Some people have asked
what’s so special about these
buildi ngs,” MacElroy. “It ’s
special because it’s the oldest,
and because it’s still in operation. The nucleus could be
made use of. There are options
out there; we just need the
right people to get together.
Let’s see if we can get together
and compromise on something
that will bring people in and
will help these localities. The
preservation of the Third Lake
Camp and its re-use as an interpretive center or as a link in the
Hut-to-Hamlet program would
offer real promise as an attractor for hikers, paddlers, bikers,
hunters and fishermen.”
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released? r No
Type of game/fish:____________________________________

Method used:_______________________________________
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2. Retrieve
3. Unload

(Rifle, bow, spinner bait etc.)

Where was it taken:___________________________________
(Name of the lake, river, or city near the hunt)
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_______________________________________________
PLEASE DO NOT PUT SUBSCRIPTION FORMS IN WITH YOUR PHOTOS.

Photo composition is the most important aspect of a good shot. No beer cans or cigarettes/
cigars in photos. Do not hold fish by eyes or gills. Stringer shots and hanging deer shots are
not accepted. Shirtless subjects not accepted. Outdoor News receives large numbers of photos
and will attempt to publish* every photo, but it may take a while. This form is for general reader
photos. Specific photo contests will have their own form. Send to:
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Pinconning
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P.O. Box 108, Waverly, NY 14892-0108

It’s sy! New York Outdoor News. Just go to outdoornews.com/New York
and click on “Submit your Photos for Print”
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You may submit your photo online to be published in

Performs C-P-R on Your Waterfront

Cuts • Pulls • Rakes
989-529-3992

*Photos are published at the discretion of New York Outdoor News.

THE VENTILATOR SPINNER RIG FROM
JB LURES
The “Ventilator” by JB Lures is a
specially designed Colorado blade with
vents running along the bottom allowing
water to be pushed up over the top of the
blade.
This creates turbulence and leaves a
vapor trail under the water, which can trigger that illusive walleye or northern pike
into feeding.
The Ventilator blade by JB Lures, is an
exciting addition to their spinner rig series.
Blades are sold individually or
pre-packaged into one or three hook
spinner harnesses and they come in three
blade sizes – small, medium, and large.
They also are available in six great
color combinations including hammered
nickel and hammered gold.
For more information on the Ventilator
blades and harnesses or all of the fine
tackle products from JB Lures, visit www.
jblures.com.

HORTON STORM RDX FEATURES
REVERSE DRAW TECHNOLOGY AND
LIGHTWEIGHT BOW ASSEMBLY
The Horton Storm RDX™ ultra-narrow
bow assembly measures a remarkable
10-inches axle-to-axle when cocked. Its
new machined, lightweight aluminum riser
is fitted with a Limb Suspension System
that both separates and isolates the limbs to
reduce sound and vibration. The FRX Fusion
Reverse Draw Crossbow™ stock features
safety wings above the fore-grip to keep the
shooter’s fingers below the flight deck. The
barrel is fitted with an auto-engaging 3 ½-lb.
trigger, and like all Horton models, the trigger
assembly is also equipped with a trigger
safety Dry-Fire-Inhibitor. A string stop system
is included in the bow package and fits into
the end of the barrel to further reduce noise
and vibration.
The bow and stock assemblies fit together
by seating and bolting the riser into a slot in
the bottom center of the barrel assembly.
Combined, they create a sleek and maneuverable crossbow that weighs 8.2-pounds,
measures only 35.25-inches long, and fires a
Horton carbon arrow at 380 feet per second.
Equipped with or without the patented
ACUdraw™ cocking mechanism and
TenPoint 3x Pro-View 2™ Scope, Horton
Storm RDX is double-dip fluid imaged in
Mossy Oak Treestand® camo.
All Horton crossbows are American made,
designed, and built by TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies in Mogadore, Ohio.
www.tenpointcrossbows.com

SCENT KILLER GOLD WITH HUNT DRY
TECHNOLOGY
Scent Killer® Gold® with Hunt Dry®
Technology takes Scent Elimination to an
Extreme Level!
Now featuring a
High-Output Sprayer
that will even spray
upside down, Scent
Killer Gold with Hunt
Dry Technology is
formulated for maximum performance after
it dries, so you don’t
have to hunt with wet
clothing. This specialized blend of advanced
odor fighting ingredients
attacks a wide range of
odors and at the same
time helps prevent new
odors from forming.
Scent Killer Gold
was found to be 99
percent effective at stopping replicated
human odor in testing at Rutgers University
10 days after drying! A heavy application can
effectively turn your hunting clothes into a
High-Powered scent elimination suit. It can
keep working for a number of hunts, depending on conditions.
Killer Gold with Hunt Dry Technology Apply it, Dry it and go hunt!
Wildlife Research Center® is known
for its innovative products in Scents and
Scent Elimination. Although they’ve been in
business for more than 30 years: it’s their
extreme passion and superior quality that
has propelled them to be the leader in the
category. Wildlife is the brand hunters seek
the most.
All Wildlife products are 100 percent
Money-Back Guaranteed – direct by Wildlife
Research Center.
For more information on the entire line of
scent elimination products and hunting lures
from Wildlife Research Center, visit www.
wildlife.com.

For Pond & Lake
Weed Removal

Weedgatorproducts.com

XD POLE CAMERA ADAPTOR FROM
AQUA-VU
Beneath the surface, things rarely match
the imagination. Consider the waterscape
beneath a boat dock. Any idea what’s down
there? What about that big sunken tree
you’ve tried to fish? Any bass below that
patch of lily pads? Crappies hiding in the
cabbage? What sonar can’t show, Aqua-Vu
can.
The innovative underwater viewing
company, Aqua-Vu now gives anglers and
aquatic explorers the ability to literally reach
out and spy on fish in those difficult-to-reach
locations. The new XD Pole Camera Adaptor
connects Aqua-Vu optics to any threaded
telescopic pole. Think of it as an underwater
telescope, bringing remote fish and hardto-reach sweet spots within visual range.
Suddenly, anglers can go underwater, see
fish and immediately understand those previously mysterious fishing spots.
It’s the ultimate way to probe and silently
peek below boat docks, brush piles or
other cover. The XD Pole Cam Adapter
connects an XD Camera to the end of the
Aqua-Vu Telescopic Viewing Pole or any
telescopic painters pole. It can be used with
all Aqua-Vu XD cameras, the Pole Cam
Adaptor instantly slides on and off the optics
via the patent-pending Quick-Attachment™
slide rail. One of several new Aqua-Vu XD
accessories, the XD Pole Cam Adaptor
works with any standard threaded pole.
For more information and videos of the
XD Pole Camera Adaptor in action, www.
aquavu.com.

AMERICAN LANDMASTER ADDS EFI,
POWER STEERING TO LANDSTAR
PRODUCT LINE
The brand new LS677EPS from
American LandMaster offers consumers an
affordable UTV that delivers electronic fuel
injection and power steering, in the already
popular LandStar family of UTVs.
For 2018 the popular LS670 line saw an
expansion and additional engine offerings
when the 694cc air-cooled EFI engine from
Kohler was added to the line, and paired
with a power steering system, making the
LS677EPS one of the most user-friendly,
affordable platforms in the UTV market.
The LS677EPS maintains the hallmarks
that have made LandStar UTVs so popular
in recent years. The welded steel frame is
now being bent, welded, powder coated,
and assembled in the brand new production facility American LandMaster opened
last October in Columbia City, Indiana.
The unit is also equipped with five-position
adjustable shocks, and a weatherproof
structural foam dump bed, impervious to
the conditions.
Every LandStar UTV is backed by the
Easy Life Warranty. A 12-month bumperto-bumper warranty with the fewer exclusions than any other UTV warranty available, and a 36-month manufacturer backed
engine warranty, both standard. You can
have peace of mind knowing that American
LandMaster is going to stand behind their
product.
To learn more about the complete line
of UTVs from American LandMaster, visit
www.AmericanLandMaster.com.

